email: drex@masterdrex.com

mobile: +420 739 040 549

www.masterdrex.com		

(Czech, English)

Name:

Alias:

Nickname:

From website:

Mobile:

E-mail:

Sex:

male

Height:

female

Weight:

Date of birth:

Penis size:

Chest size:

My sexual orientation
Heterosexual 		

(I like opposite sex)

HETEROflexible 		

(I like opposite sex but from time to time enjoy same sex)

Bisexuál 			

(I like both)

HOMOflexible 		

(I like same sex but from time to time enjoy opposite sex)

Homosexuál 		

(I like same sex)

Asexual			

(I don’t do sex because it does not interest me)

I don’t know		

(I simply don’t know)

My partner knows about my hobby:
YES

DOESN’T KNOW ABOUT IT

My partner tolerates my hobby:
YES 		

DOESN’T KNOW ABOUT IT

My health problems/allergies:

Other restrictions:

BDSM SESSION TYPES 120 MIN.
Master/Dog		Dominant/Submissive/Slave		Pharaoh/Submissive/Slave
Commander/Soldier

Teacher/Student			Screw/Prisoner

Silent ambush by commando member in flat (so the neighbours hear and know nothing)

3 SAFETY WORDS FOR BDSM SESSIONS (it is necessary to mark all answers)
PAUSE
		

(I like what you do, but I need a short break to relax, for toilette and we can continue in a moment with
that what you are doing)

STOP

(I don’t like anymore what you are doing to me, I don’t want to continue, I want something different.)

END

(I have enough for today and I want to end the session completely.)

Before you start to mark the answers, read properly the definition of SUMBISSIVE and SLAVE:
Am I SUBMISSIVE?

Am I SLAVE?

SUBMISSIVE IS A GAME

SLAVE IS A LIFESTYLE

SUBMISSIVE WANTS

SLAVE MUST

SUBMISSIVE does not mean Slave

SLAVE means Submissive

SUMBISSIVE is one step before highest level, which is Slave

SLAVE is always submissive

SUBMISSIVE negotiates

SLAVE never negotiates, always accepts

SUBMISSIVE has his limits

SLAVE has no limits (except those set up by Master)

SUBMISSIVE decides I obey/I do not obey

SLAVE never decides, always obeys

SUBMISSIVE decides I serve/I do no serve

SLAVE never decides, always serves

SUBMISSIVE decides I submit/I do not submit

SLAVE never decides, always submits

SUBMISSIVE has more self-respect

SLAVE has almost no self-respect

SUBMISSIVE has his own will

SLAVE has no own will

SUBMISSIVE accepts submission

SLAVE accepts obedience

SUBMISSIVE has his rights during the session

SLAVE has no rights during the session

Master owns his body

Master owns his body and soul

SUBMISSIVE is not Master’s possession

SLAVE is Master’s possession

SUBMISSIVE is allowed to sit on chair/armchair

SLAVE is never allowed to sit on chair/armchair
(only sits, lies or kneels on the ground at his Masters’ feet)

SUBMISSIVE may be dressed during the session

SLAVE is always naked during the session

SUBMISSIVE can use the safety word STOP

SLAVE cannot use the safety word STOP
(because he gave up to disagree)

SUBMISSIVE uses his own clothes

SLAVE uses only clothes he gets from his Master

SUBMISSIVE is not Servant

SLAVE is Servant

SUBMISSIVE tells to Master, when he wants the session

SLAVE never asks for the session (session is given by his Master)

SUBMISSIVE does not worship feet of his Master
(unless he wants)

SLAVE worships feet of his Master, kisses them and washes them

SUBMISSIVE can move freely as he wants

SLAVE has set up space for moving by his Master

Mark off the answer you think it fits best to you. Mark always one of following letters by every
question:

A+

A-

B+

B-

(I have tried it and I liked it)

(I have tried it and I didn’t like it)

(I have never tried it and I want
to try it)

(I have never tried it and I don’t
want to try it)

1. How much are you submissive?
I am not Submissive		

I am Submissive		

I am Slave

I am Slave and I want NO LIMIT session

(Attention. If you mark off NO LIMIT, you don’t have to go through all other questions. Everything is clear. You are not
Submissive, you are simply Slave with no limits, fully under control of your Master. And your Master already knows
what to do.)

2. I want to be psychically (mentally) humiliated

A+

A-

B+

B-

A+

A-

B+

B-

A+

A-

B+

B-

A+

A-

B+

B-

A+

A-

B+

B-

No					Yes				I’m Slave

3. I want to be physically (bodily) humiliated
No					Yes				I’m Slave

4. Marks can remain on my body after session
No					Yes		

5. How long can marks remain on my body
Few minutes			Few hours			Few days

6. Can anyone else be present at the session?(more answers possible)
No		

Yes partner		

Yes another Slave/Submissive		

7. Appropriate place for session

(more answers possible)

Yes another Master

A+

A-

B+

B-

My home				Master`s place			Public places
BDSM Atelier rental 500 CZK/1h (3 minutes by foot from metro terminal station Depo Hostivař – green line)
Rental fee is added to session price.

8. I want to have on my head during session

(more answers possible)

A+

A-

B+

B-

A+

A-

B+

B-

Nothing		Gas mask		Hood			Mask

9. Putting on the training collar
NO, write the reason						YES

Only Master may put the collar on and off. Submissive and Slave is not allowed to touch the collar. It is a ritual.

A+

10. Whipping with nettles
NO		

YES on body		

11. Whipping with whip
NO		

YES on body		

YES on genitals			

A-

B+

B-

B+

B-

B+

B-

B+

B-

A-

B+

B-

A+

A-

B+

B-

A+

A-

B+

B-

A+

A-

B+

B-

A-

B+

B-

A-

B+

B-

A-

B+

B-

YES on body and genitals

A+

(more answers possible)

YES on genitals			

A-

YES on body and genitals

YES up to blood

12. Whipping with riding whip
NO		

YES on body		

A+

(more answers possible)

YES on genitals			

A-

YES on body and genitals

YES up to blood

13. Body beating SPANKING with cane
NO		

YES on ass		

(more answers possible)

YES on back			

A+

A-

YES on ass and back

YES up to blood
In position:

over knee		

over saw buck		

over furniture edge

14. Body beating SPANKING with ferule
NO		

YES on ass		

(more answers possible)

A+

YES on back		

YES on ass and back

over saw buck		

over furniture edge

YES up to blood
In position:

over knee		

15. Feet beating SPANKING with cane
NO		

YES

16. Beating SPANKING with
NO		

YES on body		

YES on genitals		

YES on ass

YES on body and genitals		

YES on cheeks		

YES on chest

17. Beating with soft flogger
NO		

YES on body		

YES on genitals		

YES on body and genitals

18. Beating with middle flogger
NO		

YES on body		

A+

YES on genitals		

YES on body and genitals

19. Beating with hard flogger
NO		

YES on body		

20. Body boxing
NO		

A+

YES on genitals		

YES on body and genitals

A+

(more answers possible)

YES gut punch			

YES on back			

YES ballbusting			

YES on legs

		

YES on ass

YES everywhere

21. Making photos, videos, just for Subs/Slaves purposes
NO		

YES photos with face		

YES videos without face			

YES photos without face

A-

B+

B-

YES videos with face

YES photos and videos

22. Dog/Bitch, Dog-Training, Dog-Play, Fox
NO		

A+

A+

(more answers possible)

A-

B+

B-

B+

B-

A-

B+

B-

A-

B+

B-

B+

B-

A-

B+

B-

A+

A-

B+

B-

A+

A-

B+

B-

YES as Dog		

YES as Bitch			

YES as Dog and Bitch

Playful Dog-Play			

Hard Dog-Training		

YES as Fox

YES butt plug with tale		

YES tied to a kennel

For hygienic reasons, it is necessary to bring your own personal belongings and toys.

23. Pony-Play
NO		

A+

(more answers possible)

YES as Stallion			

Playful Pony-Play		

YES as Ponygirl		

Hard Pony-Training			

A-

YES both

YES butt plug with tale

YES be stabled
For hygienic reasons, it is necessary to bring your own personal belongings and toys.

24. Sex with animals
NO		

A+

YES active, I’ll explain personally

25. I’m slut and want to be misused
NO		

YES passive, I’ll explain personally

(more answers possible)

A+

YES want to be misused by Master

YES want to be misused by Master’s Alpha Slave (top 22/6 for sucking and fucking)
YES for my Master’s friends

YES with other Slave

YES with other Slaves

Safe sex only!

26. I want to be naked servant for chores
at my Master’s home (more answers possible)
NO		

YES serve my Master without sex		

27. I want to be prisoner
NO		

interrogation		exercises		in cell

YES mild treatment		

Type:		bullying

YES

(more answers possible)

YES rough treatment

interrogation		exercises

29. I want to be disobedient pupil
NO		

A+

YES rough treatment

28. I want to be soldier and be bullied physically and
NO		

A-

YES serve my Master with sex

(more answers possible)

YES mild treatment		

Type:		bullying

A+

30. Face slapping
NO		

B+

B-

A+

A-

B+

B-

A+

A-

B+

B-

A+

A-

B+

B-

A+

A-

B+

B-

A-

B+

B-

A-

B+

B-

A+

A-

B+

B-

A+

A-

B+

B-

A+

A-

B+

B-

A+

A-

B+

B-

YES

32. Hot wax from candle
NO		

A-

YES

31. Face spitting
NO		

A+

YES on body		

(more answers possible)

YES on genitals			

YES on chest

YES on body and genitals

33. Lighted candles
NO		

(more answers possible)

YES holding in my hand

YES in anus		

YES vagina

YES on body and genitals

34. Cold fire
NO		

YES on body		

YES on genitals		

YES on body and genitals

35. Pegs
NO		

A+
YES on body		

YES on genitals		

YES on body and genitals

36. Pegs and clamps on nipples
NO		

YES pegs		

A+

YES clamps		

YES pegs and clamps

37. Weight on nipples
NO		

YES

38. Ice cubes
NO		

(more answers possible)

YES on body		

YES on genitals		

YES on body and genitals

YES in anus

39. Electro on nipples and body
NO		

YES on nipples		

YES on body		

YES everywhere

40. Masters’ boots/feet kissing/worshiping/licking
FOOT FETISH (more answers possible)
NO		

YES kissing, worshiping Masters’ boots

41. Master’s ass kissing/worshiping
NO		

YES		

YES kissing, licking, worshiping Masters’ feet

(more answers possible)

YES with rimming Master’s ass

A+

A-

B+

B-

42. Master’s body kissing/worshiping
NO		

YES		

YES sucking of Master		

(more answers possible)

YES		

B-

A+

A-

B+

B-

A+

A-

B+

B-

A+

A-

B+

B-

A-

B+

B-

A-

B+

B-

A-

B+

B-

YES licking and swallowing own sperm

45. Piercing and needles
NO		

B+

YES deepthroat for Master

44. Enforced masturbations on Master’s order
NO		

A-

YES

43. Masters’ genitals kissing/worshiping
NO		

A+

YES chest

YES belly		

(more answers possible)

YES nipples		

YES back		

YES genitals		

YES cheeks

YES other parts

For hygienic reasons, it is necessary to bring your own personal belongings and toys.

46. I want Master to satisfy my anus
NO		

YES dildo		

A+

(more answers possible)

YES fisting		

YES with Master`s penis

For hygienic reasons, it is necessary to bring your own personal belongings and toys. Safe sex only!

47. Menthol and hot ointments
NO		

YES on body		

48. Pissing WS
NO		

YES on body and genitals

A+

(more answers possible)

YES on body		

YES everywhere		

YES on genitals		

YES on face

YES into mouth (no drinking)		

49. Cock and balls torture
NO		

YES on genitals		

A+

YES into mouth (with drinking)

A+

(more answers possible)

A-

B+

YES		

YES balls tie up			

YES glans tie up

YES sounding		

YES catheterisation		

YES electro play

YES cock constrain

YES chastity			

YES hanging and stretching in the air		

YES partial castration

YES saline

50. Waterboarding
NO		

(more answers possible)

YES drowning

YES ice-cold water

B-

YES bondage

A+

A-

B+

B-

A+

A-

B+

B-

YES in the shower

YES head in toilette

51. Gag in mouth
NO		

YES

52. Cuffs
NO		

A+
YES on hands		

53. Enforced nudity
NO		

YES on feet		

YES on public		

54. Sense deprivation
NO		

55. Mummification
NO		

YES I don’t want to hear

A-

B+

B-

A+

A-

B+

B-

A+

YES while standing

YES coloured foil			

A+

YES I want to be immobilized

(more answers possible)

YES while lying		

B-

YES in clubs

(more answers possible)

YES I don’t want to see		

B+

YES on hands and feet

(more answers possible)

YES in private		

A-

YES jacket

YES transparent foil		

A-

B+

B-

YES vacuum

YES coloured tape		

YES transparent tape

56. Tying, Bondage, Hanging up
NO		

YES tying		

A+

(more answers possible)

YES bondage		

YES Shibari		

57. BREATH CONTROL
NO		

YES short		

A-

B+

B-

YES hanging up

A+

A-

B+

B-

A+

A-

B+

B-

A-

B+

B-

YES long

The way of breath control will be consulted personally only.

58. Tying in woods and hanging up
NO		

YES tying		

59. I want to serve as
NO		

YES hanging up

A+

(more answers possible)

YES spittoon		

YES furniture		

60. Punishments for disobedience
NO		

YES tying and hanging up

YES swear words

YES kneeling in room corner

YES doormat		

A+

(more answers possible)

YES house works

YES ashtray

A-

B+

B-

YES locked in cage

YES locked in cellar		

YES tied in woods at tree		

YES mouth sealed with tape

61. Hidden humiliation on public places
NO		

YES in public transport

(more answers possible)

YES in restaurant		

62. I want to undergo Slave camp with more Slaves,
complete, far away from civilization
NO		

YES maximum for:			

days

A+

A-

B+

B-

YES other public places

A+

A-

B+

B-

63. I want to be financial Slave
NO		

(more answers possible)

YES pay for Master in restaurant

YES pay trips for Master			

A+

A-

B+

YES pay for Master and his friends in restaurant

YES pay trips for Master and his friends

YES pay regular monthly fee to Master

Except the above mentioned I’m thinking of other practices as my secret
wishes that I would like to do:
Describe everything in detail

I would like to have on my first session:
Write here numbers of questions/practices you would like to have on your first session

Your Sir and MASTER Matthias is looking forward to see you :-)

I have read everything above properly; I understand everything and accept it.

B-

